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weather
Partly cloudy. High in
the low 70s, low in the
mid 40s. 20 percent
chance of rain.
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prepare for
two-pronged attack
LONDQN (AP) - Some 3,500 British
troops from the requisitioned liner
Queen Elizabeth II landed Monday
just north of the Falkland Islands
capital of Stanley, beginning the final
assault on an estimated 7,000-strong
Argentine garrison, the Press Association news agency reported.
It said the three battalions of troops
went ashore from Royal Navy assault
ships.
Press Association reported an estimated 4,000 British marines and paratroopers advancing from the west of
the town linked up early Monday and
have taken a ridge 12 miles from Port
Stanley for a two-pronged attack.
The news agency gave no attribution for the report and the Defense
Ministry declined all comment.
Officials have made no announcement on action in the South Atlantic or
given background briefings since Sunday night, heightening speculation
that the final assault on Stanley was
imminent. Over the weekend, British
war-planes and fighting ships shelled
and bombed the capitalto "soften up"

the Argentine defenders for the final
drive.
THE BRITISH task force landed an
estimated 5,000 troops at Port San
Carlos a week ago Friday and established a beachhead reinforced with
anti-aircraft missiles and makeshift
runways for the short take-off Harrier
fighter jets.
On Friday, the British troops
claimed the capture of 1,400 Argentine troops ana reported 120 Argentines wounded in a drive to Goose
Green and nearby Darwin, about 40
miles west of Stanley. The Defense
Ministry said 17 British troops were
killed but gave no figures for Argentine casualties. Military sources, however, have said 100 Argentinians died
in fierce fighting.
The weekend ground combat was
the first major land fighting between
British forces and Argentine troops
who have occupied the South Atlantic
archipelago since ousting British authorities April 2.

U.S.-Soviet arms talks
to begin next month
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Ronald Reagan said yesterday the
United States and Soviet Union will
begin nuclear arms reduction talks
next month which he said could create
a safer world in which "other young
men will not have to die."
In the same Memorial Day speech
at Arlington National Cemetery, the
president confirmed that the United
States will continue to abide by the
constraints of the signed, but unratified, SALT II treaty as long as the
Soviets do the same.
Administration sources had said
last week that Reagan would make
that declaration before departing tomorrow for meetings with allies in
Europe, where he is likely to encounter anti-nuclear demonstrations.
Formal announcement of the June
29 date of the new round of strategic
arms reduction talks, which Reagan
refers to as START, was made in a
joint U.S.-Soviet statement issued at
the White House just prior to the
president's speech.
"BOTH SIDES attach great importance to these negotiations," the
statement said.
Ambassador Edward Rowney will
lead the American delegation, while
Ambassador V. P. Karpov will be the
top Soviet negotiator.
In his speech, Reagan reiterated his
call for reducing nuclear weapons
"by negotiating a stable balance at
far lower levels of strategic forces."
"This is a fitting occasion to announce that START negotiations between our country and the Soviet
Union will begin on June 29," the
president told about 4,000 people in
the amphitheater at the cemetery.
That declaration was viewed as a
way to allay concern among European allies that the administration
was abandoning the restraints imposed by SALT II, which Reagan on
occasion has denounced as "fatally
flawed" because he said it permitted
the Soviets to add at least 3,000 nuclear warheads to their inventory
while the United States tried to eaten

up.

THE SALT II treaty was signed by
then-President Jimmy Carter in 1979
after seven years of negotiations by
three U.S. presidents. It was never
ratified by the Senate.
Before his speech, the president
appeared to have tears in his eyes just
alter he placed a wreath of carnations
and chrysanthemums before the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, rie
stood at attention as the Honor Guard
passed, then placed his hand over his
heart for the playing of "Star Spangled Banner."
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Memorial Day salute

Reagan outlined his administration's START proposals in a speech
May 9 at Eureka College, his alma
mater in Illinois. He called for both
nations to reduce ballistic missile
warheads by one third, from the
roughly equivalent current level of 7,500 to 5,000. No more than half are to
be land-based, which could pose a
MARION, 111. (AP) - Threats of
froblem for the Soviets because about
hune over this Illinois
2 percent of their warheads are on more tornadoes hung
land-based missiles. For the United city yesterday as officials sought federal help to rebuild neighorhoods
States, it's about 22 percent.
where a weekend twister left 10 peoTHE UNITED STATES also is ex- ple dead, 1,000 homeless, and damage
pected to propose that each side grad- estimated at $100 million.
As stunned residents probed the
ually reduce its missiles based in
underground silos and on missile-fir- wreckage, the National Weather
ing submarines to about 850. The Service posted a new tornado watch
United States now has about 1,700 for all of southern Illinois.
The tornado that hit this city of 14,such missiles compared with the Sovi000 people Saturday injured scores of
et's 2,400.
In a May 18 reply to Reagan's Eeople. Officials said 33 remained
ospitalized yesterday.
proposals, Soviet President Leonid
Coroner James Wilson said 10 peoBrezhnev called for a nuclear freeze
"as soon as the talks begin." This was
rejected by the White House.
Brezhnev also said Reagan's proposal to reduce long-range strategic
arms was a "step in the right direc- by the Associated Press
tion."
Tornadoes and hurricane-force
The Soviet leader gave no detailed
counterproposal, but he did call for winds crashed through the Plains
preserving what had been achieved in Sesterday as some cities in Texas and
klahoma chalked up their wettest
Erevious strategic arms limitation
ilks. Diplomatic analysts inter- May on record from a month of thunpreted that to mean that the Soviets derstorms.
consider SALT II as a basic frameHomes were smashed, power lines
were knocked down, trees were
work for the upcoming negotiations.

A twenty-one gun salute is fired by members ol the University's
Army ROTC as part ol the Memorial Day services held at Oak
Grove Cemetery to honor members of the armed lorces who
have given their lives while serving their country.

Illinois tornado kills 10; more storms possible
ple were confirmed dead.
pie
Mayor
I,Mavor Robert Butler estimated 1.000 people were homeless.
While about 60 people at first were
reported missing or unaccounted for,
mainly at the Shawnee Village apartment complex, said police officer
Patricia Treas, staffing a rescue and
damage-assessment command post.
"All now have been accounted for."
Gov. James Thompson declared
Marion a state disaster area on Sunday and applied for federal disaster
relief.
THOMAS REDICKAS, Williamson

County civil defense director, said 161
homes and 47 businesses were destroyed. Another 59 homes and 29
businesses were heavily damaged.
About 100 National Guardsmen remained on duty and 63 extra state
police were on the scene along with
volunteers from 30 jurisdictions.
State police officer J.D. Steven said
there was some minor looting soon
after the tornado struck, but none
since then.
"I saw a funnel cloud and watched
it touch down, sort of slow motion,"
said the Rev. William Wagner. "We
hardly had any warning. When it hit it

was just
just like a big lawn mower, it cut
a 200-yard
200-vard swath across the city."
citv."

Brian Simmons, 11, was killed when
he was swept down an aisle of a shoe
store and slammed into a sheet of
flying glass caused by the tornado's
vacuum.
Rill Sams, a Lousiana trucker with
a load of plate-glass windows, pulled
into a truck stop and saw a motel
disappear in the funnel. He said he
jumped from his truck and "thought
my head was gonna bust from the
eressure." His cargo was obliterated.
le was unhurt.

Violent weather marks holiday weekend
uprooted and water was 2 feet deep on
some city streets in the Southwest.
Hail the size of baseballs pounded
parts of Oklahoma.

It was a sub-freezing 27 degrees at
Sheridan, Wyo., easily beating the
record 32 set in 1917. Other records for
the date were the 32 at Billings, Mont.,
and 33 at Rapid City, S.D.

Thunderstorms spread Monday and one hit Missouri.
from northern Texas, through Arkansas, into the Tennessee and lower
"It's as black as the ace of spades
Ohio Valleys.
and a lot of funnels are popping
around," said Bob Wylie, a dispatcher
The National Weather Service said at Binger, Okla., as a storm hurtling
that in the 24 hours ending at 7 a.m. through that state hammered Oklayesterday, 10 tornadoes blasted Kan- homa City with 75-mph wind and
sas, Texas and Oklahoma got four brought the May rainfall to a record
each, three touched down in Illinois 12.07 inches.

Explanation of police investigation vital to rape victim
by Vlckl Relnhart
staff reporter

Rabbit graduate
Nelson Angstrom, a character
from John Updike's "Rabbit"
novels, was listed as a graduate
by Kent State University at commencement ceremonies in December. Details, page 3.

For the birds
WINCHESTER, Ind. (AP) -The
Rev. Walter Haynes has been
chauffeuring a bunch of
youngsters around town and even
took them to Cincinnati, and the
whole time he was driving he
didn't hear a peep out of them.
It wasn't until he got out of
his car each time that he heard
the peeping. He had a nest of
baby sparrows living under his
bumper.
Haynes, pastor of Wesleyan
Holiness Church in Winchester,
was puzzled because an adult
sparrow had spent much of May
eyeing the rear bumper of his
car.

People who are murdered don't
have to live with what they have been
through, but a rape victim must face
the degradation of that dehumanizing
act. Cindy Goforth, a Campus Safety
ana Security officer who has handled
several rape cases, said.
"Rape rates right up with murder,"
Goforth said, because the victim's
personal space has been violated.
Goforth said the first concern of
Klice officers is to let the victim
ow everything that will happen to
her during an investigation. "It s very
important to explain everything to the
victims and make them comfortable
with every step," she said.
When a woman reports she has been
raped, she is asked not to wash herself
or change clothes. Goforth said this is
important because fresh evidence is
needed.
USUALLY A MALE-FEMALE
team of officers is sent to the victim.
Sometimes a woman can relate better
to another woman. But, some victims
need a male "to show them compassion and understanding, almost like a
father," Goforth said. The woman is

interviewed to obtain basic information about her attacker. She is asked
for a detailed description and which
way he went when he left her, Goforth
said.
The officer to whom the victim
relates best then accompanies the
woman to the hospital while the other
stays to process the crime area. On
the way to the hospital, the officer
explains the tests and procedures the
doctors and nurses will follow during
an examination, Goforth said.
The hospital uses a standardized
"rape kit'' to examine rape victims.
The woman will be asked if she has
had previous sexual relations. "If
victims haven't had sexual intercourse before, there is more of a
chance for internal damage," she
said.
ANY EVIDENCE of past sexual
contacts cannot be introduced into
court in Ohio, she added.
The hospital procedure includes a
check for bruises, cuts or other proof
of beating. If such evidence is found,
it is photographed for use as possible
evidence in a trial.
At the hospital, the woman is asked
to stand on a sheet of paper and

remove her clothing. The doming is
then kept as evidence, Goforth said.
The pubic hair is combed through for
traces of blood and hair. Fingernails
also are cleaned for traces of skin in
case the victim scratched her attacker. The paper will catch any bits
of hair, skin or other substances helpful in identifying the attacker.
The woman is also given tests for
venereal diseases and the presence of
sperm, and is sometimes given a Pap
test, she said. ,
THE VICTIM USUALLY IS treated
and released unless a serious physical
problem is found, Goforth said. She is
encouraged to go back to the hospital,
to a family doctor, or to the University Health Center for a follow-up
examination.
Jackie Jones, a registered nurse at
the Health Center, said the people at
the Health Center are willing to follow
up an examination or are available
just to listen.
When released from the hospital,
the police officer will take the woman
back to her apartment or dorm room,
to a friend's house, to the police
station or to any place she will feel
safe.

By this time, some of the shock has
worn off and the woman usually becomes emotional, Goforth said. She
may feel angry toward her attacker
for violatingher, and herself for being
his victim. The officers emphasize to
the victim that she did nothing wrong,
and the criminal was at fault.
AS THE SHOCK wears off, the
woman is interviewed again. "We try
to instill anger in her because it's a lot
healthier. We want her to scream,
rant, rave and get her feelings out,"
Goforth said. When angry, she tends
to remember more and give a better
verbal description of the man, she
said.
After the officers obtain the needed
information from the woman, the
Erosecution process is explained to
er. Campus Safety and Security
works with County Prosecutor Betty
Montgomery, who examines the testimony with the woman and explains
the procedure, Goforth said.
A victim usually does not want her
parents or other people close to her to
know about the crime committed
against her. However, parents
usually are told because the case will
become known in court.

"PARENTS SHOULD ENCOURAGE the woman to verbalize her
feelings," Goforth said. It is important that they be supportive and not
blame their daughter, she added.
Many times women do not go directly to thepolice. Robert Hepburn,
director of The Link, said. He said 14
women went to The Link for rape
counseling between November 1981
and April 1982. A significant portion of
these women were students, he said.
Because The Link is not required to
inform the police of these reports,
only about four or five of the 14 were
reported to the local police departments, he said.
HE SAID THIS TENDS to support
the general belief that many rapes
are not reported to officials.
When a woman goes to The Link for
rape counseling,' 'the goal is to get the
rape victim to the point where she can
be responsible for herself," Hepburn
said. They suggest options, such as
calling the police and going to the
hospital, but the woman must decide
what action she wants to take, he said.
If she decides to go to the hospital,
doctors and nurses there also are not
required to call the police unless the
woman is a minor.
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Equality still an issue
for women in America
Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States on account of sex.
The idea behind these 20 words has divided the nation for
over ten years now. Today, the Equal Rights Amendment
begins its last mile, the deadline for ratification only 29 days
away.
First proposed in 1923, the amendment was presented to
the states for their approval on March 22, 1972. It quickly
wrapped up 35 of the 38 states needed to become part of the
Constitution.
But then a gadfly named Schlafly began buzzing about the
country talking about unisex toilets, women in combat and
other straw (wo)men, making enough noise until ordinarily
reasonable women and men began to scratch where it didn't
itch, leaving a lot of pain, but no resolution. Phyllis Schlafly
plans to celebrate on June 30. She's even booked a room.
What she will be celebrating is the setback of her gender for
at least another 30 years.
June 30 will come to pass. Between now and then, the
legislatures in Illinois, Florida and North Carolina will be
voting on the amendment. If, by some small miracle, all
three pass the resolution, there is still the matter of the five
states that have rescinded their favor. Recission is an issue
that has not been clearly dealt with by the Supreme Court in
the past. It is now before the Court.
Supporters of the Equal Rights Amendment have only
themselves to blame should the resolution fail to win approval by the end of the month. They let a reasonable and
necessary idea become a wedge between women who want to
work and women who want to stay home and raise a family housewives. They made housewives begin to feel that they
were somehow incomplete unless they were earning a wage.
They let their opposition's arguements set the tone of the
debate. And that tone was loud and shrill.
It is a shame that such an innocuous idea as equality for all
will take over 206 years to become a reality in this country.
Come June 30, the calendar page will be turned once again.

Reagan threatens Social Security
The only compromise in the Senate
Budget Committee's recent budget
proposal is the compromise of middle
class workers' financial security. After months of Congressional and Administration delay in proposing an

Focus

by Michael C. Fetzer
alternative to President Reagan's initial 1963 budget proposal, the alternative proposed is a freeze on domestic
spending - hardly the realistic and
creative approach to a fiscal policy
one would expect from government
leaders. A freeze on domestic spending signals only that worthwhile public services will be weakened along
with wasteful projects, with no attempt to distinguish between the two
or to eliminate the waste - a truly
simplistic and insensitive approach to
budgeting that guarantees only a continuation of ineffective public policy.
The most disturbing aspect of the
Senate Budget Committee's recent
budget proposal is the recommendation to reduce Social Security and
other federal retirement programs.
President Reagan's support of the
proposal and assurances that the proposed forty billion dollar reduction in
Social Security expenditures will not
affect current beneficiaries is, at
best, premature, and likely blantantly
erroneous since no Administration
official has yet specified precisely
how the huge reduction will effectuate. For those Americans who do
not already doubt the Administration's committment to retired workers, consider that President Reagan
has already advocated the elimination of 1983 cost-of-living raises for
retired federal workers. It is naive to
assume that similar cost-of-living
raise eliminations, reductions, delays
or dropped beneficiaries are not in
future store for Social Security dependents, especially in consideration that
the Administration has demonstrated
that its restraint to date in implementing Social Security expenditure
reductions has been tempered only by
adverse public opinion and not by any
philosophical or moral committment
to retired workers.
Granted, Social Security is in financial difficulty, but alternative financing solutions are available if the
Adminstration would afford retired

workers and present workers the
same high priority that is now afforded to the Administration's preoccupation with military build-up.
Sadly, Administration officials seek
to gain public support for its attempts
to axe federal retirement programs
by emphasizing younger workers'
lack of confidence in the future of said
programs. Administration officials
ana some Congressional representatives portray themselves as saviours,
willing to face the political consequences of amending federal retirement programs in order to preserve
the integrity of the programs. The
truth of the matter is that targeting
retired Americans for budget cute
presents only a temporary political
backlash; once the dangerous precedent has been established for reduc-

ing cost-of-living raises for retired
workers, the Administration has removed merely a symptom of inflation, but more importantly, has
removed a major incentive to fight
and control inflation.
Furthermore, younger workers
should not be duped into thinking that
an Administration whose economic
policies serve to daily eliminate Jobs
from the economy can, somehow,
guarantee the future financial stability of retirement programs via identical economic policies. For younger
workers who currently doubt the future of Social Security and other federal retirement programs, consider
the Administration's alternative: how
much confidence will you have in a
retirement program which, after
years of mandatory contributions,

yields only minimal monthly benefit
payments that are continually eroded
by inflation, a retirement program in
which cost-of-living raises are determined by Administration officials
who may manipulate public opinion
against you?
Write to your Congressional representatives and encourage a more
responsible approach in legislating
our future, as well as current circumstances for millions of Americans. A
nation which can afford record peacetime military expenditures and five
million dollar presidential jaunts to
the Caribbean can afford to supply its
retired workers with the cost-of-living
raises they deserve.
Michael C. Fetzer is a 1979graduate
ofBGSU. He presently lives in Indianapolis.
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LETTERS,
will gladly pass on any information I
have and the address to which support
should be sent.
Passage of either amendment could
If I were asked to characterize prevent, for example, an abortion for
students at BGSU, the word that con- a 14-year-old girl who is a victim of
sistently comes to mind is apathetic. I incest. Isn't it a matter of choice?
have been living in Bowling Green for
Robin Burks
four years and that is what has struck
OCMB 0747
me the most. What motivates you to
action? Hopefully, at least those issues which are immediately relevant
to you - now! Well, how about birth Proper education,
control, planned parenthood and
not abortions, the key
abortion?
There are two proposals pending in
Congress that are very relevant now In response to Cindi Beming's May
to you! The Human Life Amendment 20, 1982, Focus column, "Abortion
would impose an outright ban on all choice needed in some circumabortions and some of the most widely stances," a few additional points
used forms of birth control. The Hatch should be added. While it is obvious
Amendment would give both Con- Ms. Beming's comments were intelligress and the states power to outlaw gently presented and well thought out,
all abortions. The Senate Judiciary she failed to examine the crux of the
Committee has already voted to ap- abortion issue.
I wholeheartedly agree that it is
prove the Hatch Amendment, sending
it on to a vote by the full Senate. Do difficult for a woman who does beyou care that people are trying to come pregnant with an unwanted
impose their "moral" beliefs on the child. However, at that point, choice
does not simply include the desires of
rest of us?
Think about your friends or ac- that woman.The idea that "choice" is
quaintances. What would their lives a woman's right to have a child or not
be like now if they never had access to is circumvented by the absolute right
birth control or legal abortions? If of that child to exist. Abortion termiabortion were illegal, wouldn't people nates, or just as accurately, destroys,
resort to earlier methods of self-in- the life of that unborn child. So, where
duced procedures and medically un- is the "choice" of the child to live or
die? Simply because the unborn child
safe abortions?
Right new, Planned Parenthood, cannot be seen, and therefore cannot
the oldest and most respected family be heard, it is thought that its very life
planning organization in America, is can be taken away.
Ms. Berning does bring up the subconducting an emergency national
television and newspaper campaign ject of the adoption of unwanted chilin an attempt to educate the public on dren as being a very emotionally
this issue. If you would like to help, I painful situation. I agree, again, giving up a child cannot be an easy
situation. However, using that logic, I
STAFF
cannot see the brutal destruction of
•*••»
TroryCollin*
that unborn child being an alternaHwn Idrlor
-, . Silvor*
tive. At least in adoption, the child is
Now*Cdltor
0«v.d Stgworth
A»*t**ont fdnor
Katrrioan Koihor
given to caring parents, who must
Sport* tdrlor
to* Monior
otten wait years because of the shortAwiWi Soort* fdttor
Ka.ih Walthar
age of children to adopt. Even physiPHoloMMor
DoanKoopllor
CdWorlol tdrlor
DovldScMf*,
cally or mentally handicapped
Wlro fdrror
Nomy tooth
children are adopted, as many see the
Coo, loW
Mary Bo.no*
right of life, as do I, extended to
Coo, (door
Corolyn thonwon
everyone. Why the child must pay
'aotuta (Oil©.
Dov.d wh.imon
Sontor Solo* ■■o.innmin
till Mopla
with its life because of a series of
unfortunate circumstances defies
Th> BG Now* li puolithod doily Tuotdoy through r i.doy
sensibility. What it boils down to is
•hiring rSo acodornk yoor and wooaly owing ,ummor to*
because the unborn are inconvenient,
uom by rho Boord el Stwdonl tvbttcaHom o* Bowling
Groan tooto UnMrarty.
many deem them expendable. I am
Ootnlon* aiproaaod by column.*,* do not noco**arlry
terribly sorry, Ms. Berning, but I
rortott Iko ogbdoni of Tho BG Now*.
place a much higher value on human
TSo BG Now* and Bowling Groan Slot* UmvortMy oro

Abortion amendments
need to be stopped

■ Bill ooportonHy *,iiglu,*n and do not ditrt.c—noi* .n
Una- .rooko.
Tho BG Now* will no* ouoa* oO.*rt.*ing thai., ooornod
go* Inswhlngon Iho bain o< iota
tooy-jr. IW7 by Iko BO No-I

AH right, roaor-n,

tOBorw. and ■-*»*■■ OWno.
IO»Unr-ar«*yMoll
Bowling Groan Sto** Univor.ity
Bawling Groan Ohto 43*03
Phono (*lf) m 3401
Hoar, torn leipn Monday through Friday

pregnancy! This would not be a sub- bit moved by the protest? If enough ence this. Are you so inhuman that rape. It is ignorant people like you
stantial argument favoring the de- people would be moved by such pro- you cannot understand what these that make their struggle for justice a
struction of the unborn.
tests, perhaps steps would be taken to women have been through? I cannot difficult one.
One point I would like to favorably rid this campus (and eventually, so- believe that any human being would
remark upon is the fact that unwanted ciety) of rape.
Ron Jozefowicz
consider protesting rape inappropregnancies do not allow for many
203 Beta That* PI
You also stated that the "Take the priate, ignorant or asinine in any way.
easy decisions. And, they are almost toys from the boys chant was asinine.
Although the percentages ar small,
always painful and emotionally dis- I disagree. After all, any male who is men don t only rape women - they
Letters and guest columns
turbing. I do not ever wish to be guilty of committing rape cannot be rape men too. Can you imagine yourconstrued as condemning those who considered a mature adult. "Boy" is self being raped by three men and should be typewritten, triplehave had abortions. I realize the pain certainly more appropriate.
how hurt, humiliated and frightened spaced and signed. Please include
and suffering they must have felt and
Whether you realize it or not, many you would be? Can you imagine the your address and phone number
the trauma that had to have been, and women on this campus have been and emotional scars you would carry for for verification.
still is, involved. But, to those who will be raped. It is not hard for me and the rest of your life?
Address your comments to:
I think that the Women for Women
support the "choice" argument, the many others to understand the physiEditor
facts speak for themselves. No matter cal and mental torment these women group is justified in their cause to help
The BG News
the mitigating circumstances of a have gone through, and I would like to make people aware of this dreadful
106 University Hall
pregnancy, realize that Is is not a prevent others from having to experi- crime, and possibly to put an end to
matter of choice. The separate, unborn human that is destroyed does not DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
have a choice. They are, politely put,
terminated. It is for them, the unborn,
/& WE PONT HOC CHOUGH
THtSWOFHATH- WSTCAK,
that I argue in favor of - where is their
ffiowBeuiKmerroN
SSISPHXUBCY JACK1. HUMP
SQUAUK!
HI,
SOME DUMB BUS* BBSVCS,
OffSOMEWXLW
choice to live?
WTMCK!
emus on, mown
IF-TUBCS cue THIN* i
LINER. 0mem
UASTZTHAT
The answer is simple. Until we stop I
JACK!
WWTA
am
mpe,
rrs
ANANIeemeeniNGimh
mtxmes
wasting time and educate men and
\
0WCA2K?
MAL THATW0N7FEND
t
OUTSHISUHOLE
MKKW
women on how to avoid unnecessary
FOR ITSELF!
HAMA'MEPC!
I urn
pregnancies, until we take the time to
realize there are many couples who
do want to adopt children, regardless
of their physical or emotional condition, until it is realized that the unborn
deserve the right to live and make
their own contributions to our world,
children will continue to be destroyed.
Do not let the choice argument fool
you. A woman does have the right to
her own body. And, so does an unborn
child have the right to theirs. In
SQUAVK! HUM.. I POTT
regard to abortion, when the "choice"
NDTKXTHOT60AT
BOW
IBETTERGO
argument is applied, the children will
pmBEFOte.m
INCOMING.
COUNT.'
DOUNANP CHECK
always lose. At least give the unborn a
Mm
HAVE A meow
JACK!
eocrt
rra/T.iMSHT
chance.
trWU&WUTY
'. COUNT!
HAVETOBLOU

•m

ONOUR. \
HANDS!

Ginger E. Peckert
4S1 Thurstln Aye. #313

Ignorant people make
the struggle difficult

It is letters like the ones from Matt
Winklejohn and Nicolene Page that
make me sick. Miss Page, your letter
is not half as bad as the one from Mr.
Winklejohn, although I think you are a
little mixed up over who is actually
causing the controversy. As for you,
Mr. Winklejohn, the letter that you
wrote shows me your ignorance.
First of all, Women for Women is
not an ignorant group. Their
movement is a meaningful and peaceful one. They are only trying to make
us aware that rape is a serious probThe Focus article also mentions lem in our society. With protests,
abortion as an alternative to rising rallies and marches, they may be able
child abuse. As statistics bear out. to do just that.
however, child abuse has risen by 500
Secondly, you said that now is not
percent since 1973, or the year of the
Supreme Court decision legalizing the appropriate time to protest. When
abortion on demand. In fact, most is the appropriate time - after the
child abuse cases involved children rape has already happened? What is
who were the result of a planned wrong with feeling guilty, or at least a
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Design control conflict delays plans for museum
W1LBERF0RCE, Ohio (AP) - Historical Society board.
Plans for a state-financed museum of
A screening committee was told to
black history are being delayed while be sure minority firms competed for
state officials try to determine the jobs, but critics are still challengwhether or not a black-owned ar- ing the choice of a white-owned firm
chitectural firm should have design on racial grounds.
control of the $16 million structure.
The firm, Wright Porteous & Lowe
"How do you justify building a Inc. of Indianapolis, countered that its
symbol of black culture if you don't co-selection was made on merits only.
use a black architectural firm?"
asked Bertram Gardner, the lone
"I, AS A black man, worked 25
black trustee on the 18-member Ohio years to establish myself as an ar-

chitect and I deserve the right to
design the museum," Robert LaRue,
a part owner of Wright Porteous, said.
Gardner, a retired vice president of
AmeriTrust Co., said he was not challenging the competence of Wright
Porteous. He maintains the choice
implied that black firms could not do
the job.
"We have several black firms right
here in Ohio who could do the job,"
Gardner said. "Why do they have to

give it to a white Indiana firm?"
historical society, said. "The usual
Ohio has approved spending $4.5 practice is to interview just three
million to build the National Afro- firms, but we asked to interview 10.
American Museum and Cultural Cen- We said the firm must have an office
ter on the old campus of Wilberforce in Ohio or participate in a joint venUniversity in west central Ohio. The ture with an Ohio firm.
project is expected to eventually cost
up to $16 million.
"THE PRIMARY architect will be
black. If you try to limit it to one who
"We're trying to maximize black owns or works for a black firm, that
eirticipation," John Fleming, direc- would be like saying historians from
r of the museum project for the predominantly white universities can-

not serve on the museum'« idVtK ry
board." Fleming said.
The screening committee recommended the contract be given to the
black-owned Wilson & Associates Inc.
of Cincinnati and Wright Porteous.
Gary Ness, historical society director, said trustees would be asked to
award the contract to the two firms on
June 23.

Character from Updike novels listed as Kent State graduate
KENT,"Ohio (AP) - A character
from the series of "Rabbit" novels by
John Updike is listed among the 198182 graduates of Kent State University
and even had his name read at a
commencement ceremony.
But the inclusion of Nelson Springer
Angstrom's name was no undergraduate prank. It came from the highest
level of academic administration -the
president's office.
It happened at the December grad-

uation, but the faci that the son ot
Since the print shop at KSU reports
Updike's "Rabbit" Angstrom charac- to McCoy, he decided to have a little
ter was mentioned as a geography fun when the time came to prepare
graduate of the College of Arts and the program for the winter comSciences came to light just recently. mencement, inserting the Updike
Updike had the young Angstrom character's name.
attending KSU in the third novel in his
"I intended not to tell anyone," he
series. He later credited Robert Mc- said. "I just wanted to send it to
Coy, assistant to President Brage Updike."
Golding, with providing him with
background ana details about the
But he couldn't resist telling his
campus.
wife, and she mentioned it to Gold-

University Village Apartments
University Court Apartments

CARTY
APTS.,

HOUSES,
ROOMS
for
SUMMER & FALL
RENTALS

&

352-7365

1 520 Clough St. — Rental Office
Phone 352-0164
Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for
'82-83 school year Gas heat and cooking paid.
(Residents pay electric only.) Central air conditioning, close to campus, stores and movie
theaters. Three and four person rates still
available. CALL NOW

FREE

in

on any size pizza one or more
additional items
Ask for It when ordering
one coupon per pizza

^-Pisonello's
'st*-*
/
>
EExpires:

it in with the graduates' names, to be
read before they got their
"ieir diplomas.
<
Of course, no Nelson Angstrom
stepped forward to accept a

Meadowview Court
Apartments

214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982

Furnished or Unfurnished
Hours Mon —Fri. 9— 1 2 & 1 -5
Efficiencies:
Bedrooms:
Unfurnished $20C Jnfurnished: $265
Furnished $225
-urnished. $285
l -ndlord Pays Gas Heat
Landlord Pays
All Utilities
Resident Pays Electric Lights
* Laundry facilities available • Gas heat
* Swimming pool * Party room
* Game room * Sauna
All Residents are Granted the Privilege of a Membership
to the Cherrywood Health Spa

sheepskin, but the prank did not go
unnoticed. Two faculty members who
are Updike fans quizzed McCoy and
got him to («'ll all.

Pizza inn 1

<%u getgMae ofthfnyngsXJifhrve
Stadium Plaza
1616€.Woo«t«r
393-4657

PIZZA INN
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
5:00to8:00p.m.

$2.99
SALAD SPAGHETTI-PIZZA
ALL YOU CAN EAT
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Give Your Graduating
Friends A Special Message

ing's wife, who tn turn told her husband.
Golding then took the ruse a step
further by planting a card with the
name of Nelson Springer Angstrom on

352-3166

June 15. 1982

Fri., June4
With a Graduation Scroll
Have Your Message Printed in Red

Wed.
DEADLINE: June 2
___

Limited Spaces
Available

^~HURRY DON'T MISS OUT! ~~)

A Women's

Celebration
Coffeehouse
Tuesday June 1
8-11 p.m.
Amani Room
Donation Requested
Sponsored by Women for Women

1

The Challenge:
A No-Cost Way For
You To Establish
Financial Credentials.
BancOhio is meeting the challenge

with a simple system to help graduating college seniors establish the
basic financial references needed for
apartments, credit cards, even jobs.
It's a free package of services designed for graduating seniors.
You'll receive a no-service-charge
checking account for 90 days.
You'll receive the ultimate in banking convenience . . . BancOhio's
AnytimeBank® card. Good at more
than 110 BancOhio AnytimeBank
machines. Statewide.
You'll receive a Statement Savings
Account with as little as a $10 deposit.
Then, when you fill out an apartment
application, credit card application
and auto loan application, your financial credentials will bewijhoneof the
country's largest, most recognized
banks.

At BancOhio, we're meeting your
financial challenges of the future,
today.
Get BancOhio's

Graduate Package!
• 90 Days of No-ServiceCharge Checking
• A FREE AnytimeBank® card
for 24-hour banking
convenience
• MasterCard account with a
$500 credit limit
Offer good now through July 31 1982'EiigiOility
for the S500 MasterCard credit line is contingent
upon proof of a full-time permanent iob and
credit approval Applicants should provide a
letter verifying employment or the name, telephone number and address of the company and
the hiring personnel officer

BancOhk> National Bank
_J—L—A—._....\ \ >»...■>,■ *s., .>». '^ ^w ~~---

,r~'--.-"—^.

-~-'~—i'---T.r.—~^i— -~~-
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fPreferredPropertiesI Eleven-year-old V pregnancy Costs
keeps abortion battle alive
835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherry-wood Health Spa

MADISON, Wis. (AP) The case of a pregnant 11year-old Chicago girl has
added to a Wisconsin conover abortion as
PIEDMONT APTS - HAVEN HOUSEj troversy
she awaits the operation at
'Apt. Complexes 'Houses, "Efficiencies * a hospital where two fetuses were recently born
alive.
furnished or unfurnished
A woman in Brooklyn,
Phone: 352-9378*
Wis., has offered to adopt
9:00 4:30 Mon-Fri
the unborn child if the girl
will cancel the abortion.
u.i.i.mmiMi
IIIHHIttltHltl The state assembly passed
a resolution Friday urging
Gov. Lee Dreyfus to include the issue of abortions
at public hospitals on the
agenda for a special legislative session.
The unidentified girl,
who is 19 weeks pregnant,
is scheduled for an abortion on June 9 at the University of Wisconsin
Hospital and Clinics.
Janeen Turner, a social
worker at Michael Reese

NOW RENTING

DJ's Health Food
& Cyclery

Hospital in Chicago, said
the girl came to Madison
because abortions at the
hospital there cost $965,
compared with $1,600 to
$1,800 at Chicago hospitals.
TURNER SAID she discussed the possibility of
adoption with the girl and
her mother, but she said
the solution is "not that
simple" because the girl is
a member of a minority
group. Turner did not identify the group.
"If all the people who
scream 'adoption, not
abortion' could show me
they had found homes for
racially mixed children,
retarded children, the ones
no one wants, then I'd
change my mind," Turner
said. "Until then, I can't."
The girl must wait until
next week for her abortion
because the UW Hospital
has only six beds for abor-

SUMMER HOUSING

10% OFF

2 Bedroom Furnished
next to SamB's

All items in the store

352-1800
Evenings

This special sale is for graduating
seniors only • I.D. will be required
(bicycles not included)
115 W. Merry 352-9157

352-4671
Days

Pick up Information Sheets
at Best Western Falcon Plaza
Across trom Harshman
-H.

wH

tions in the second-trimester, or before the 27th week
of pregnancy. She will be
21 weeks pregnant then.
"Do you wonder that we
have fetuses who gasp and
show signs of lite when
women have to wait weeks
and months to get an apS)intment?" said Anne
ay lor of the Women's
Medical Fund, which is
helping to pay for the abortion.
"There are stories every
day about the fetuses, but
never stories about the
women who need abortions," Gaylor said.
THREE FETUSES were
born alive in Madison during May - two at the University hospital and one at
Madison General Hospital.
The abortions, which occurred between the 22nd
and 26th weeks of pregnancy, sparked increased
lobbying for anti-abortion
legislation from the Wisconsin Citizens Concerned
for Life.
That group is pushing for
legislation outlawing abortions in the third trimester
except if necessary to save
the woman's life. Earlier
in the pregnancy, the
group wants to permit
abortions only in cases of
rape, incest or if a pregnancy that endangered a
woman's health.

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES

ITS OUR

(furnished 2 b*»droom,

HAVEN HOUSE

INFLATION
CLIPPING SALE

^\\

CALL 352-9378
K.- t.il Office Located Ai Hi.
!V' \ Crvrrvwood Health ^p»i

FEED FOUR FOR ONLY 5.40

TIE
COPT SHOP

Use All Four Coupons At Once Or One At A Time

— COUPON —

f"—"COUPON—"

"I
I

• 2 pieces of chicken
• potatoes ond grovy • n

• 1 pieces of chicken
potatoes and grovy •

$1.35p! i$1.35
I

I tomiK frlil*

•0»U*C OIIIM

expires: June 15. 1982
L.__ ______________

I
I

• 2 pieces of chicken
• potatoes and g-avy • roll

$1.35? I i$1.35<

wi'cimiox

expires: June 15, 1982

I

RESUMES

352 4068

117/2 E. Court
Bowling Croon
Ohio 43402
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"CARS HAVE a set price
and either you pay it or
not," he said. "There is a
surplus of cars but they
still make a profit."
One thing farmers could
do is organize and demand
fair prices for their goods,
he said.
"I don't believe In
unions, but that is what
farmers will have to do,"
Krukemyer said.
Two past organizing efforts include the American
Agriculture Movement and
the creation of the National
Farmers Organization, he
said.
The AAM protested in
Washington D.C, but got no
positive response, he said.
"No one gives a damn,"
Krukemyer said.
People go to the grocery
store and buy food, but do
not worry about the
farmer, he said.
Krukemyer belonged to

BUY!

(Mi^ &

SUMMER
KENS STAFF
Applications
are now being accepted
for Editorial Positions
Both Editors & Writers
for the 1982 Summer
BG News

Return to Margarftaville
«.25 TAC0S 4 til 7

IMVVi

Margiurita Specials All Nifthl

expires: June 15, 1982

"ifis finger tickin'good"

K<ntii«kif Fried CMtimn
BOWLING GREEN DP^E T-1020 N. Main _s T
352-2061

Bad weather and low
rices are nothing new to
armers, but coup,
high interest rates, they
create a burden.
A bad harvest in 1981 and
an unsold national surplus
have caused farmers to be
short on income, Bob Rahrig, general manager of
Mid-Wood, Inc., a Wood
County farmer cooperative, said.
This has made some
farmers borrow money at
the high Interest rates.
One fanner suffering
from the high interest
rates, Paul Krukemyer,
Pemberville, had to convert some of his debt into
long term loans this year.
The interest rates are
"killing me," he said.
More people are borrowing with less return on
their debts, Krukemyer
said. Incomes have been
less than expenses, he
said. Krukemyer, the son
of a farmer, with four sons
of his own, said none of his
boys could afford to farm
in today's economic situation.
"I'll never pay back debt
in my lifetime," Krukemyer, who has been farming since 1947, said. "You
can't operate that way;
normal businessmen don't
operate that way."
High interest rates alone
are not to blame for the
economic problems facing
farmers. One farmer said
interest rates were not
hurting him, adding that
he hadmoney in the bank.
But he also said the rates
are hurting those who have
to borrow.
THE RATES REFLECT
the crux of a larger problem of poor harvests last

iear and low prices for
arm commodities, causing farmers to borrow
large sums of money.
It is necessary for farmers to get fair prices for
their goods, Krukemyer
said.
"If it is all right for the
working man to get fair
price (Tor his labor), why
isn't it fair for farmers to
get a fair return on their
investment?" Krukemyer
asked.
Buyers have a set list of
£ rices for farm commodies and a farmer must sell
at those prices, or not sell
hisgoods, he said.
The Chicago Board of
Trade sets up prices, Krukemyer said.
"They gamble with nothing (to risk) on our commodities," he said.
Farmers must band together and price their commodities, he added.
"Gasoline prices are set
on the pump, and either
you pay it or you don't get
it," Krukemyer said.
People do not go to gasoline stations and oner a
price for gas, he said.
Krukemyer said it is the
same with cars.

•

— COUPON —
I

by Al Szabo

Posters
Table Tents
Bus. Cards
Programs
and now
Trophies
Screen T-Shirt Printing

expires; June 15,

— COUPON —
• 2 pieces of chicken
potatoes ond grovy • roll

PIEDMONT

0.00forth*
auk $4<M1 IK)forth*
.'iii'tv summer
Houwt Efficiencies. & R'

cultivate farm debts

OPEN

9

• FREMONT
• PORT CLINTON

Applicants may apply at
the BG News Office
106 University Hall.
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Interviews will be conducted
during Finals Week

HELP WANTED

Extended Happy Hours
-1 pi-in til tlo.Miit;
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Schnapps - Hops
all mulil .sp<!ti.)l.s
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IKID/Vi

Poolside Happy Hours
•1 p.m. til d.irk

L1VI MUSIC WITH ( HKIs &JOHN
WED SA1

Hey Mousketeers. . Don yt Miss

e

BGSU Food Operations will be accepting student applications for Fall Semester, 1982,
employment. Interested individuals should
pick up a referral slip from Student Employment and apply in person at the dining operation of their choice: Commons Dining Hall Founders Dining Hall - Harshman Dining Hall Kreischer Dining Hall - McDonald Dining Hall Amani Snack Bar - Mid-Am Snack Bar University Union: Prout Dining Hall - Falcons Nest
Snack Bar - Catering-Second Floor.

THE HOLDING ACTION was unsuccessful because not enough farmers
participated in it, he said.
"If one farmer held
back, the other probably
sold out in the night," he
said.
Farmers are hard to organize, he said. They are
gullible and greedy and
would see their neighbor
go broke and buy his land,
and end up going bankrupt
themselves, or wait to organize until there were
only a few big farms owners left, he said.
Another favorable measure to reduce surplus
commodities is through exports, Krukemyer said.
"If we could import their
goods, we should be able to
export to them," Krukemyer said. "But we
shouldn't give it (our
goods) to them, they
should pay for it."
A higher demand than
supply would ease the
price problem, he said.
But, Krukemyer said free
trade no longer exists.
"There is no such thing
as free trade," he said
"Large grain dealers and
politicians look out for
their own for their own
pockets."
We have been a political
football for years, Krukemyer said. "They could
care less if we survive."
"Until the right people
start going hungry, no one
is going to care," he said.
Krukemyer said he foresees no changes in the
farm system Tor two or
three years.

Police seek
\lost dragon
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) Local police fear a missing
300-pound metallic "creature" with lime-green skin
and red eyes may have
met with foul play.
An all-points bulletin issued over the weekend
alerted authorities in
Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana to be
on the lookout for Daniel
the Dragon, missing since
Friday night.
The police are scouring
the area for the 3-foot-tall,
14-foot-long dragon, valued
at $2,000, who has a trap
door in his belly, a spark
plug in his mouth and a
push button between his
ears. He has red lights for
eyes and used to belch fire
-but his flame thrower had
been removed.
Daniel was owned by
Mark Soloman of Idaho
Forge and Fabrication.
The dragon stood beside
the highway attracting attention and an occasional
customer.
"A lot of people don't
understand the seriousness
of this crime," said police
Set. Sheldon Russell.
The dragon had been secured to a stake with a 6foot-long chain, but someone pulled it up, police
said.

PIZZA PARTY!
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CABARET

"The Magical Music of Disney"

4 GREAT SHOWS
Thurs. June 3 8pm Friday June 4 7 & 10pm
Saturday June 5 2:30pm

We can treat any size
party with any amount
of pizza you would
like. We can also supply portable ovens to
keep the pizzas
warm. Also. . prebaked pizza that you
can finnish baking at
home in your own
oven or freeze and
cook whenever you
wish.

shows $i-Side Door union

ox

C§tMj)J)0^

the NFO 15 years. The local was a large group when
formed, but probably has
only a handful now, he
said.
The NFO organized a
holding action which included killing pigs and
dumping milk, as well as
giving some surplus foods
to charities, Krukemyer
said. The action was intended to hold goods from
the market in order to
raise prices.

Reserve your tickets by calling ^"iS?
CABARET PREVIEW — WED. JUNE 2 11:30am
free in ihc Side Door

to*
352-5166
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Connors. Lloyd advance

Now leasing for Fall 1982

Americans dominate French Open
PARIS (AP) - Top favorites Jimmy
Connors and Argentine Guillermo
Vilas pounded their way into the quarterfinals of the French Open Tennis
Championships Monday, but sixthseeded Eliot Teltscher of the United
States was beaten.
Jose Higueras, the bearded Spaniard, seeded 14th, destroyed Teltscher
6-4,6-2,6-0 in the day's only upset.
Connors tamed the big-serving Chip
Hooper 6-1, 6-0, 6-4. Vilas ousted Andreas Maurer of West Germany 6-2,63,6-1.
Tournament officials assessed another baUjri of fines, which now total
$8,600 for the tournament - believed a
record.
For the fourth time in eight days
Vilas was fined $250 for carrying an
advertisement on his headband.
Ilie Nastase of Romania, the old
sinner of tennis, was fined $1,000 for
physical abuse, $750 for visible
obscenity and $750 for audible obscen-

ity. His "physical abuse" was untying
the umpire's shoelace as he went past
the chair.
Connors is seeded first and Vilas
third, and the two are seeded to meet
in the semifinals.
Ivan Lendl, who was seeded second
but was expected by many to win the
title on the kind of slow clay surface
that suits him. was eliminated Sunday
by Mats Wilander, a 17-year-old
Swedish prodigy.
Connors was in no trouble against
Hooper until the third set. Then
Hooper broke service for the first
time to lead 4-2. Connors came back
with four games in a row for the
match, but admitted Hooper's tremendous service was difficult to deal
with.
"It is certainly one of the biggest
services I have played against," Connors said.
Higueras led throughout his match
with Teltscher, and Dy the end the

American looked utterly humiliated.
In the last set Higueras hit a stream of
winning forehands across the court
and Teltscher had nothing left to offer
in return.
Chris Evert Lloyd and Andea
Jaeger moved into the semifinals of
the women's singles, which could
involve four Americans.
Lloyd defeated Lucia Romanov of
Romania 6-2, 6-4. Jaeger swept past
Virginia Ruzici of Romania W, 6-1,
ana these two were scheduled to play
each other next.
Only Hana Mandlikova, who meets
Tracy Austin in the quarterfinals
Tuesday, could break the American
domination. The other quarterfinal is
between Martina Navratilova and 18year-old rookie professional Zina Garrison.
In the men's quarterfinals, Connors
will play Higueras, Vilas will face
Noah, Peter McNamara of Australia
will meet Jose Luis Clerc of Argentina
and Vitas Gerulaitis will oppose Wilander.

Johncock has no break after win
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - First came
victory in the closest Indianapolis 500
in history. Next was the traditional
celebrating by Gordon Johncock -followed by a flight to the bedside of a
seriously-ill mother who has never
seen her son race.
"She's never been to a race and
she's never watched a race," said
Johncock after he returned here Monday to receive more recognition and
pick up an estimated $300,000 for the
Patrick Racing Team after his second
Indy 500 victory.
The 45-year-old Johncock edged
Rick Mears by .16 seconds with the
type of ride that has been his style
since he began racing stock cars in
1955 - charging, challenging and safe.
Johncock became the 11th multiple
Indianapolis winner by holding off
Mears, who had won the previous two
Indy car races this year and set a
record in capturing thepole here with
an averaee SDeed of 207.004 mDh for

his 10-mile run in the time trials.
Johncock's winning average speed
was 162.029 mph, the second-fastest
Indy ever and Just a few ticks off the
record 162.962 by the late Mark Donohue in 1972. Mears was three-thousands of a second slower at 162.026.
Pancho Carter finished third at
161.327, and Tom Sneva, who led for 29
laps, finished fourth.
Andretti, who finished second to
Mears in this year's other Indy car
race, never got a chance to show how
his Wildcat would perform. His car
was eliminated in a multi-car crash
that knocked four cars out of the race
just as the drivers were preparing to
power their machines over the starting line.

"Rick is a good driver," said Johncock, who started the race on the
second row just behind Cogan. "He's
cool. He uses his head. He knows what
to do.

STARTS TODAY

850 Sixth St.at South College
2 bedroom turn apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4x10 storage locker
Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

352-7031

Owner pays heat and water
$500.00 plus elec-month-4 man
BOGGS REAL ESTATE
call 352-3841 11 -3 or 354-) 120

Bathing
suits

&5% to
50%
OFF
HE POWDER PUFF
525 Ridge ST.
tue*. we're open til 9:00pm.

I
sSSSk.

Fallow an me unit HVMIIIMMS

LEASING FOR FALL 1982
FRAZEE AVENUE APTS.
818,624,656,670 Frazee Ave.
featuring:
2 bedroom furn apts.
2 baths
Close to Campus

$5.00 OFF
Shoes over $25.00

$3.00 OFF

Shoes under $25.00
Running. . . Tennis. . . Softball

FALCON HOUSE 140 E. WOOSTER
10-5:30 M- F

The Sports Team Predicts:
NBA champs: Los Angelas
FRENCH OPEN champs:
Vilas and Llovd
BOXING: Larry Holmes

MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

Sportswear 4 Running Gear
10-5
No other discounts apply

ooooooooo
Come see the Resume Professionals
Quality Computer Typesetting
Over 100 typestytes available

£V<#

^
INC

' We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

ORDER YOUR
ALL —SPORTS
PASS
TODAY!!
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE

OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
111 South Main St., Bowling Green
Ph.one 352-5762
Serving the Printing Needs of Students, Faculty and Staff of B.G.S.U.
in Quickorintina

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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:+, GRADUATION
PHOTO
NOTES
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COUPON

\ DEVELOP $ PRINT
Ins mi III 171

The Army's Officer
Candidate School
will train you for
leadership positions
in a variety of
specialties ranging
from combat arms to
engineering to finance.
Well give you:
•
•
•
•
•

Challenge
Responsibility
Opportunity to Advance
Tra*
Good Salary and Benefits

You 1 haw pride in serving your country as
one of its future leaders. For more information
on becoming an Army Officer after cottege
graduation, ol:
SFC JOHN CARTER
234 SUMMIT ST.
ARMY.
TOLEDO 43604
K ALL YOU CAN K. 259-6294
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RENT A
RYDER TRUCK

If you're 18 or over you can rent a Ryder truck to use locally or on a one-way
(rent it here, leave- it-there) trip to another city.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of the semester.
With a truck you can take along you stereo, IO-speed. clothes, all your stufl,
and still have plenty of room for one or two other Deoole and then thinas.
so vou can share the costs. Compare that to a plane ticket. Or even a bus.
Rent from the best-maintained, most dependable fleet in the world- Ryder.
_x*1f*-. . The best truck money can rent.

Local Rental Locations:
^

Good thru 6-

For Standard Resume's, 3 day service
from start to finish

DON'T FORGET

COLLEGE SENIORS
AND GRADS . . .

Learn To Lead

i*-»J KtMefct MMi
- * 1ft, 4«(ca, JMiu

in Hi world ol sports In the M tan
with Meizer. Neither. Hlsek. Delpl ail lowi

ALL
■

and Small Domestic Cars

IWITH THIS COUPON I

Some drivers blamed Mears for the
accident, while others said Kevin
Cogan - Mears' teammate who
started on the middle of the front row
- was responsible.

Clearance Sale

Complete Service for Imported

SPECIAL RATES
UNTIL June 4 ,1982
ROCK LEDGE MANOR

103 N. Prospect at Wooster
PHONE: 354 1810
1380 4th Street
Perrysburg
PHONE: 666 9833
7. \—X ,*•
-BRING IN THIS
%'/
\
ADVERTISEMENT AND RECEIVE
r< *~S \._
A 10% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
■■»*. TRUCK RENTAL

Expires 7/1/12

1

._

afEj

*?

^7
Kodak paper...
for a good look.

COLOR ENLARGEMENT
SPECIAL
FROM TOUR FAVORITE NEGATIVE OR SHOE

5*7for.ul,M,9..„mil
■in mis cum iiucaie u BIO!R us

te

Dorsey's Drug Store

OFFER EXPIRES JULY 10. I98J

'By the Tracks"

6 The BG News/June 1, 1982

CLASSIFIEDS
Oosurilad roiM or* 40t p«- l.n. 11.20 minimum. KHD TYM 50c «»lro p*<
od Appro* imot*4y 25 10 30 tpocM p*r \mm.
CAMMJS/CITY IVIMTS lulingt for non-protit. public Mrvk« txt,.,,.•» will b*
.n,*xi«d OMCI lor tr— and at regular rain th«r«otl«r
D»odlm« lor oil lilting* it 2 day* b«lor« publication ol 4 00 p.m. Friday at
4 p.m is tho doodlina for tho Tu«tdoy •dition
Clo«.li«d lormi or* available ot trn> BO Mows offlc*. 10* UnL.rt.ty Hall.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Advertising Clubcook out meeting
June 2 7 30 p.m at 1002 E Woos
ter SI Across from Kohl HeJ.
Rally tor the Equal Rights AmmenoV
ment *> Springfield. IBnow. Sun June
6 For Info about transportations cad
352-7168
Support Son. a Johnson A otherhunger strfBers for the Equal Rights
Ammendrnent Rally at the Umon Oval.
Wed June 2. 12 30
Beachwood CHy Schools, Beachwood, OH. on campus interviews
Thursday, June 17 tor teachers.
Sign up now In the Placement
Office lor the following: Asst. Principal. French-Spanish Combo,
French, Deaf Ed, Total Communication, English/Reading. Latin. Science, Biology/Chemistry. A HS
Choral Music. Since the date Is
after graduation, you will need lo
return to campus tor the Interview
in the Placement Office. You must
bring your credential form with you
when you sign up.
Women for Women Celebration Col
lee House Tues . June 7 at 8 p m
Amam Room Si 50 donahon requested

LOST AND FOUND
LOST-erown nylon waAet with 2
keys attached, somewhere on cam
pus lawn Cal M*e 372-4942.
LOST—GoM bracelet mounted by 4
pearls Has extreme sentimental value REWARD Cal 372 3508 or
372-2750 Ask for Mtchele
Lost or taken by mistake from the
Counsefcng A Career Development
Center. 320 S6 Bldg. cream cokxed
short jacket, size 13-14 Please
refum No questions asked Reward'
372-2081
LOST Small leather change purse at
OX ROAST Plaese cad Cmdi. 352
2130
No questions asked
THANKS1

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 A.M.
10:00 P M

1-H0O-43.V3S50

ABORTIONS
1-24 week termination
Appointments Made
7 Days
Call TOLL FREE
1-80O-321-O575

NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 1982
GREENBRIARAPTS.
215E.PoeRd.
Eff. Furn. 9V4 mo. $155.00
Eff. Unfurn. 9Vi mo. $145.00
ALL UTILITIES PAID
ONE BEDROOM FURN.
One person 9Vi mo.$195.00 plus dec.
Two person
$215.00 plus elec.
ONE BEDROOM UNFURN.
One |erson 9Vi mo.$185.00 plus elec.
Two person
$200.00 plus elec.

MAURER-GREEN RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE NEW ORIENTION
BOARD OFFICERS
Co-ChairsKathy Palmisano
Terry Wakefield
SecretaryMary Bernard
SelectionMeg Bierbower
TrammgLinda Bos
New Programs and Evaluations
Jean Amatore
PublicityNikki Vescovi
Fund RaismgGynne Gulliford

THANKS OLD OFFICERS
FOR A JOB WELL DONE

1 F. RAITE. NEEDED FOR 12-al
»CH. YR. 2 BATHS. DISHWASHER.
Very doee to campus. 352-3307
Apt to sublet 2 person Furn First
SI $250 ea -summer Util mcl Can
352-2731

Expert typing
Reasonable rates
Cal 352-7305 after 5 pm

Planning a Party?
Call Sub-Me-Oulck. 152-4M3 A
order your Large Party Subs NOW III

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE' Computerized service Free info Write
Academic Financial Services. Dept
A-fl. PO Box 2621. Athens. Oh
45701 (send your summer address)

Sigma Nu Little Slasea—Thanks lor
your support at the bike race. The
Brothers.

Why type the same cover letter 50
times' Wei type your letters & envelopes for only 75' each* Advanced
Word Processing. Suite 211 Huntington Bank Efldg 352-0530
TUCKER TYPING
Professional. Reasonable. FulMime
Typing Serv.ce NANCY. 3520809

PERSONAL
Attention AM Little Sisters end anyone
who has ever been a Little Sister ot
SAE--You're invited to a Graduation
party at 8 00 at the SAE House on

Special Sale Irregulars. Ms La* st.
lag leans, rag. (27, NOW JI8.95H
Ma. Lee tackais. rag. 132.95—on
sale NOW lor S22.MHII JEANS—
M—ThWeQB. Ml Ridge 81.
STEVE EDWARDS
The election waa close
but your campaign was strong
sure glad you used your Ben RoH-on
The We down the road
aa an Eminent Load
is suited lor you.
since you have no due
STUDENT CONSUMER UNION
Organizational meeting
TUESDAY. JUNE I
7 30 pm .''06 MoaeHy

1 M rente, desperately needed lor
summer. Own room, turn, siooimo
For more Into, please call Brian 3524723.

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION
Students do you He
to travel? Are you looking tor an
opportunity to make good money this
summer? It you have the entire summer tree, can 354-2139 lor an inter-

view
Outdoor Educational Program tor
children near Cincinnati, needs Jrs
or Srs. In fields of Recreation, Liberal Arts, Environmental Studies, or
Social Work. Pay Is siooiweek plus
room A board. Fall Semester positions are available! Call the Co-op
omo» U 372-2451.

Congratulations Sue Martinson on
your engagement lo Gary Your Alpha
Phi Sisters wish you much happiness
P S Its about time'

WANTED

SUMMER JOBSTokMo baaed houeewarea oMtrtbutor
has openings tor business or marketing minded student Excellent sales &
product training program offers valuable high-level experience as well as
exceeent income potential Some
travel or possibly work In your home
area Expenses paid Must have car
For more iniormallon. cal or write Mr
Welch CMS Box 8459. Toledo.
OH 43623 or phone (4 19) 882
3711

Congratulations Sigma Phi Epsilon
lor your victory In the Mke race.
Sigma Nu.

Christian female vocalist desires to
form group. Needs pianist gullarlal, and drummer. For more Inlormalion. call 352-7103.

Wake-up service lor morning sleepy
heads' Does someone you know
subscribe to or supply a morning
wake-up cal? I'd Ike to know Cal
Marilyn, 372-2801.

Congratulations to Brother Mark
Strmac and Cathy Friedman on your
SAE • Alpha Phi pmnmg during Paddy
Murphy

F rmles lor Summer Close to campus CALL IMMEDIATELY1 3525625-Joanme

June*1

SERVICES OFFERED

ORDER YOUR '82-13
ALL—SPORTS PASS
TODAY AT TM€
MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE.

Need 1 or 2 people to sublet turn
apt tor '82-83 school year 5 mil
walk to oampua Reasonable rant
352-4044

Beer Blast tonight-Bottomless Drink
Doors open 7 30 p m Longbranch
Saloon
Congratulations Kathy Friedman and
Mark Strmac on your Alpha Phi-SAE
owning What a way to end the year1
Love the Sisters

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JCNNY!
HOPE YOUR I9TM CELEBRATION
IS A SUPER ONE. THANKS FOR
A GREAT YEAH. LOVE, MEB
HAPPY 21 STB—DAY
BARBARA" YOU'RE THE BEST.
I LOVE YOU. HON.
I LOVE YOU"
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
BALLOON BOOUETS"
3528061
Jon Crush Congratulations on your
new Omce"ot Treeaurer tor the
FUl S and on a |ob wen done as
founding coordinator Best ol luck m
the new year Love. Pamela
KIM MICHAELIS—I CAN'T WAITTHE DAY'S COMING! XI LOVE,
YOUR WO.
KIM MICHAELIS- GET PSYCHED!
I AMI
YOUR ANXIOUS BIO
Live Rock V Roll Wednesday!!
Longbranch Saloon presents
"STIQMA.'Ooors open 8 00 Drink
specials all night.
NEXT-TO-NEW SHOP: Clothing
Jewelry, Shoes A Housewarea. St.
Aloysius School. Tues. 10-4 and Fri
1-7 p.m.

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
Lowest prices-Fast delivery
Call Tim or Jim 353-7011
Fli your own car. Garage apace
with tools A equipment lor rent.
You Do n Garage. Ph. 354-1624 or

352-3004.

1 -4 F to sublease 3-bdrm . turn
house $65 mo plus util S Summit
Cat ASAP 2-3374
2-6725. 2
6071. or 2-6127
FEMALE RMTE NEEDED
FOR 82-83 SCHOOL YEAR
CALLUNDA 372-1911
M RMTE NEEDED WINTHROP
TERRACE APTS S125/MO POOL.
AC. LAUNDRY PH 2-1084 DUANE
F RMTE SUMMER
1 BLK FROM CAMPUS
OWN BDRM 354-1868
F RMTE NEEDED FOR FALL 3BDRM HOUSE OWN BDRM Close
to campus CALL MARY 3537891
1 F. RMTE. NEEDED FOR 1243
SCH. YR. NICE FURN. APT. CALL
LORI 353-1355 OR KARYL 2-3620
1 OR 2 F. RMTES. NEEDED
SUMMER. AIR-COND. HOUSE ON
SECOND ST. CALL SOON 352-6894
HMTt NEEDED FOR SUMMER
OWN BDRM. RENT NEG.
352-5730 or OCMB 6662 ASAP

RNS—LPNS Starling and private
duty positions available now' We
work around your schedule Accepting applications daily Medical Personnel Pool 473-1233
LIFEGUARD - W S I
POSITIONS OPEN
CALL 372-4115

FOR SALE
Want privacy?...consider this
12x65 mobile home in Weaton Lg
bdrm at each end. bath al one end.
1/2 bath at the other Range, refrig .
washer dryer S5.000-20S down.
16 i 2S al Slate Savings Let your
rmle help pey Cal Ruth Byler 8233192 or John Newlove Realty 352

6553

CAR FOR SALE
OLDSMOBILE 98 $500
CALL 372-4747 BETWEEN 1-2 PM
1971 Chrysler Newport Runs good
New battery Good looking No rust
Make offer 372-4747 [or 46551

Wanted F rmle lor summer S225
includes utilities Your own bdrm.
Cal 352-4371

1974 KAWASAKI 500 2 CYCLE 5
SPEEO. FAIRING
STORAGE
COMPT MUST SELL S$ FOR SUMMER SCHOOL 2-3947 ASK FOR
JIM

WANTED 2 TO SUBLEASE APT
FOR SMR 1 BDRM . AC.
NEAR CAMPUS 352-0653 after 4

FOR SALE UNIVOX ELEC GUITAR
A VACUUM TUBE AMP
$125 EA 352-9148

2 10-QALLON FISH TANKS
COMPLETE - MANY EXTRAS
CALL Wed . Thura . Fn . 352-8785
'Mutton DoHar' Tournament Soccer,
Foosbell table, brawn top. V.Q.C.
$260. 352-40M. Ask lot Gene.
1974 VOLKSWAGON BEETLE
EXCELLENT CONDITION
$1.500 352 5943
For Sale. 10 speed bike, large house
plants. B A W T V and Al extenelon
ladder Cal Pete 352 5351
Pentaj. K-1000 (Body onlyl $85
Programmable Calculator. $45 Gui
lar music (Classical) 352 4970 alter
9pm
Sound design stereo (plus tape deck)
with speakers Nearly new $200
ONO Kathleen ONH 352-3752
English Dopt Matrox
Homemade Cooklei-7S'ldo2. 4
kinds A fudge On-campus delivery
1-2 days alter ordered. 392-2034
after 3 p.m
Dual CS 504 Semi-automatic,
be* drive turntable with ADC - LM II
Cartridge $50 352 1416
1974 VW Bug III looks « runs good
New brakes asking $1,895 Cal
287-3238 9 lo 6 Alter 8 p m cal
287 3255

for Best Selection

Luther III Apartments
Manville Ave
733-755-777
2 Bedrooms
9'<i Month Lease

1 V, Baths
$335 per month

SUMMER t FALL 2 bdrme fum
Cloee to campus, adults only. 3527315 or 354-1091 after 6 p m.
1 A 2 bdrm apts
9 A 12 Mo liases Rales from $235
to $400 June A Sept vacancies
362-6986
SUBLEASE APT FOR PART
OR ALL OF SUMMER F . CHEAP

CALL 352-6984
THURSTON APTS: AIR COND .
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE VISION.
EFFICIENCY, LAUN0HY
FACILITIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER
5 FALL 451 THURSTON AVE 3525435

Attention women students—Room for
rent with own both m home of BGSU
stall person. Non-smoker Reasonable 352 0949 after 5 pm
APARTMENTS
3-4 students
HOUSES
7-8 students
SINGLE ROOMS near campus 9 mo
leases Ph 352-7365.

1. 2. t 3 bdrm apts furmahed or
unturrvehed avail summer A Isl Res
Jdeneal areas Phone 353-3856.
Han of Houses lor 2-34 students
across from Kohl Hal House lor
eight students Apta 3 or 4 students
Single rooms Al near campus 9
month leases Ph 352-7365
HOUSES avaaable June 15 or August
26 Phone 352-7454. 9 10 < pm
Lamplight Court A Charing Croaa
Apts 101 7 S Mam Ph 352-7245
Fum. studio turn 1-bdrm A unfurn
1-bdrm. Qrad students A Unrv personnel
LOW SUMMER RATES
'Houses
•2 bdrm apts
* 1 bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

Fum 4 bdrm house Washer dryer
central air, use ol pool Singles or
couples Cal 352-4456
FALL > SUMMER 2 BDRM APTS
AVAIL Close to campus Cal MID
AM MANOR 352-4360 alter 11 am
TWO BDRM HOUSE NEAR UNIV
LEASE STARTS JUNE 1 $345 MO
PLUS UTIL CALL 352-4287
ONE OR 2 BDRM APT
TO SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER
CALL 352-4004 IMarcos or Roger)

2 BDRM SEMI-FURN APT
AVAILABLE SUMMER

352-2356
2 bdrm. lully furnished, A.C. apta.
Available lor summer and/or school
year. Specially low rales. Cell 3521313 at!or 3 p.m.
1 BDRM. APTS.
• Unfurnished
• Gas Heal
' 9 or 12 mo lease
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

1982-83 school year
two bedroom apartments
NEWLOVE APTS 352-5620

352-5620
Al—LYN NORTH
3 BLRS TO CAMPUS. 2 BDRM
CALL TOM 352-1600 A 3524971
Duplex—Furnished for summer A fal
For 3. Lower duplex, lurntshed. summer » lal lor 4 Phone 352-0839

Cal belora 4pm

352-A553
FURN 2 BDRM HOUSE
FOR RENT 352-1032
AFTER 6 P.M
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352-5820

SUMMER: 831 7th St 2 bdrm
turn apts. S300 for entire summer
FAll:831 Seventh SI
2 bdrm turn apts Set up for 4
persons Owner turn al util except
electricity
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

■

1 A 2 bdrm apta available for summer and/or Isl rental Phone 35274549 to 4 pm

Apt lor rent lor summer Own bdrm
Own bath Pool Price negotiable
Cal Kns. 352-2710

FOR RENT

STBA'S

1962 - 1983
* Houses
*2 bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
352-5820

I

A wllVn'i'slr's

0,

LEASING FOR FALL 1982

Starting June 16. near campus. 2
bdrm apt over garage, mostly turn.
Cal John Newlove Real Estate 3528553

FIELD MANOR APTS.
542-560 Frazee Ave.
Lower Units features:

SUMMER HOUSING
NEXT TO SAM B'S
CALL TOM 352-1800 A 352-4671
SUMMER RENTALS
Houses apts . single rooms

2 bedroom furn. apts.
2 baths
BRAND NEW
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
MAURER—GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER

PHONE 352-7366
Sublease 1 bdrm apt $220/mo UN
mcl Close to campus & downtown
686-7968 or 3524377
FOR SALEI MUST SELLI
DORM REFRIGERATOR—SANYO.
GREAT SHAPE - $65 OR BEST
OFFER 372-5972.
Apt lor rent Spacious 1 -bdrm with
nice kitchen Fum PETS ALLOWEOi
6 mo
lease, longer available
$225-mo Cal John 354 21 I 5
1 bdrm apt lor 2 people to sublet lor
summer $400 lor whole summer
UN included Cal 353-4424 Ask
lor Chris or Inoa

352-0717

9 DAYSl

SUMMER SESSION 1982
In person registration
June 1 - June 17
Graduate
Students
Rm 121

Mcl all Center

Undergrad Students
June 1-3 Alumni Rm Union
June 4-15 Rm 110 Ad. Bldg.
June 16-17 Ballroom Union

MYLES PIZZA PUB
LITE LUNCHES
LITE PRICES
"ON

LEASE NOW

Summer apt starting at $376 for
entire summer Also sxigte rooms In
houses Ph 352-7366

THUBS

11:00 AM

3:00 PM

»"-

MON WID
1 1:00 AM 3:00 AM
IHURS SAT
1 1:00 AM 3:00 AM
SUNDAY
3:30 PM 3:00 AM
5I6E WOOSTER
352 1504

MONDAY: MINI PISA DAY
Have a 6 inch pizza with 2 items
& Bottomless pop for only $2.19
(DeUVERY With can ol COKE is $2 75)

TUESDAY: SUBDAY
Have a small sub & Bottomless
pop for $1.95.
(DELIVERY: With can ol COKE i» S260I

WEDNESDAY

CHEF SALAD DAY

Have a small chef salad with 3
slices of garlic bread &
Bottomless pop for $2.19.
(DELIVERY: Will) can ol COKE li »2 751

Pendleton Mgt. Co.
853 Napoleon Road
352-6985 Suite 5 352-6167

THURSDAY: SINGLES SALAD BAR DAY
Have a salad with garlic bread
and Bottomless pop for $1.95.
(Delivery Larfl. loeeeo wltn Garlic Oread i can of COKE is U S9)

